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About This Game

Having evolved from the Dungeons and Dragons table and refined for over a decade, The Great Gaias is a story-driven RPG
that tells a compelling tale adapted from an original campaign setting and reimagined as the beloved classic genre.

Story:

A mysterious contract from the royal family sparks the interest of an organized band of sellswords. What seems like a normal
job quickly spirals into a whirlwind of betrayal and tragedy, thrusting a young rogue and his unlikely companions into the

middle of an ancient prophecy.

Rumors of long forgotten creatures, lost magic and a cult devoted to a dark god signify the coming of a new age. With petty
feuds and corrupted politicians dividing the unity of the great nations, a blind eye is turned to the true evil about to descend

upon the land.

Features:

60+ Hour Main Storyline

17 Playable Characters
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200 abilities to learn

Hundreds of unique enemies

In Depth Crafting System

Build Your Own City

A Multitude of Hidden Bosses

Challenging Dungeons

Multiple Endings
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Title: The Great Gaias
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Horizon's End, Inc.
Publisher:
Horizon's End, Inc.
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2018
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I need another one. The gameplay gets you hooked!. Like juice fx this is simple awesome for noob,small developer and people
who like to learn.
. An awesome game which requires both skill and patience.. Basic AI and UI problems make this game flawed to the point of
unplayable. Add the fact that the devs seemed to have abandoned this game pre Alpha and you've got one heck of a lemon. If
you want to be a bad Guy I'd recommend looking elswhere like the Overlord series.. good pacing. Really nice game where you
can manage a police district with lots of different vehicles and officers types. A nice map (although it could be more beautiful)
and some nice campaign missions (waiting for the sandbox mode).
For the ones who likes police games, it really worth a try.. no development and no content. enough said.. It's cute (something I
can't overstate for this game), with an aesthetic that looks hand-drawn (which works in its favour), where the puzzle mechanics
are colours (the primary colours for this game being red, blue, and yellow, and the combination colours being green, purple, and
orange). The game is 40 levels long, which isn't too long or too short. You'll probably end up overthinking the solutions on a
handful of these, but they almost always tend to be simpler than you thought (I only ever gave up and used a walkthrough for the
final level, then realised I was close to the actual solution anyway).

The soundtrack is so quiet it's basically nonexistent, so you might as well mute the in-game music and play your own - I'd say
this is a good "podcasting" game.
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One of the best games about the first world war.This game I liked more than the battlefield 1. With some super nostagia goggles
on: I enjoy this game.
I like the puzzles and the possible different ways to solve them. Some levels are designed far better than others, though.
Some challenges are quick and others have several parts (which can be punishing if you fail later in the level).

Some of the puzzles just require waiting and timing. This i think is the weakest part of the game.

This is an enjoyable time sink, but is probably best left when you just have a few minutes to play something.. The game is
polished and looks nice, but I don't think it's quite for me. It's super fast-paced and confusing, and I think the game would've
been way better on a linear instead of circular pattern, because the motion made my head spin after only a few minutes playing
it. If you want a challenge, then I reccomend this game to you, but if you want a casual game, and expecially if you get motion
sick easily, I'd say keep looking.. EA game thats been in EA for 2+ years with no updates.

Pros-
Cards.

Cons-
Everything else.
Scammer dev.. VERY BAD DLC. Huge classic. Totally recommend it.. Do you like action games with tight controls and simple
but clever mechanics? Do you like crawler games? How about a game where you can never memorize the levels because it
always generates new ones? Well then, you've found your game.. waste of time and just spams achievements, i regret doing this,
rip. A quick and charming little puzzle game. It shouldn't take a huge amount of time to beat, depending on how good you are at
puzzles. The game doesn't have a lot of replay value, but it's a great experience while it lasts. The music is nice, the story is the
sort of mysterious, semi-metaphorical indie fair you see sometimes, but done well, and keeps you intrigued enough as you
progress. The art and gameplay is where this game shines, the puzzles are fun, and are always adding some fresh new quirk or
mechanic for you to figure out. The art is cute and captures a very fantastic, whimsical little world of its own.

It's not too easy, puzzle-wise. Some levels had me stuck for a little while. The last level in particular required me to open paint
and reverse engineer the puzzle. But nothing here is going to take you hours and hours to beat so long as you stick with it and
experiment.

Well worth it as a purchase!. BombTag, as a huge Bomberman fan I just had to love the entire concept of this game. If you like
Bomberman you need to check it out.

v1.1.1.7:
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Improved Forest environment (new grass, added destructible signs, more trees)

Improved road (new textures, added simple reflections)

Huge performance improvement by removing the simple volumetric lights after finding that they were destroying the
performance

. v1.5.0.5:
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A quick update adding some more content.

Improved summer environment

Added winter environment

Added tunnels

Added fireworks

Added post-processing effects

. Closed Beta Wave 1:
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Hello there fellow human!

The first wave of our Closed Beta will start on December, 21st and will last for five days! The servers will be online for 12
hours every day. The uptimes for the upcoming waves will be announced later.

Backers and people who got keys from giveaways before we announced the Closed Beta will be able to participate and don't
need new keys!

Indie of the Year 2018

Also don't forget that we made it to the TOP100 of the IndieDB Indie of the Year Awards! Help us to become the best
Upcoming FPS by voting here.
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Discord: https://discord.gg/proximaroyale
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ProximaRoyale
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ProximaRoyale/
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/ProximaRoyale/
. Razortron 2084 - Devlog #6:

Yes! We have a name the new game is called Razortron 2084

We also have a store page, a new video, screenshots and a little taste of one of the game's tracks.
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/1052650/Razortron_2084/
Add on your wishlist and follow to receive the updates on the game.

I'm working on a lot of features that I'll be showing in the future weeks/months.

The release date is somewhere in 2019.

Thanks for all the support, you guys are great!

Paulo Brunassi
NukGames. v1.0.5.2:

 Realism: Significantly increased the speed and improved handling

 Classic: Increased the speed a bit

 Added a speed multiplier slider

 Removed the "Deferred rendering" option

 Improved the rain effects

 Fixed clouds sometimes moving too fast

 Improved and added more buildings

 Some more small tweaks and bug fixes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2P8ccmq4j28&feature=youtu.be. Patch 0.5.0 Released!:
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Hello there fellow human!

Here’s the first Closed Beta patch and we hope you will be enjoying it!

If you encounter problems or bugs please report them in the #bug-reports channel of our Discord[discord.gg] server or on the 
Steam forums. We will be addressing issues and you can expect hotfixes within the next week.

New features:

Implemented energy system. Character now has energy parameter. You can use energy for special abilities. Energy
refills over time or by using energy cores which can be looted over the map. Energy system will serve as a base for our
upcoming class system.

Implemented power jump which uses energy.

Implemented leaning to make character movement even more rich and responsible.

Completely reworked projectile system. Now it is based on real physics!

Implemented projectile impact sounds and particles.

Implemented hoverbikes. You can spawn hoverbike by pressing Z. It will constantly use your energy while active. You
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can refill it by using energy cores while driving.

Replaced old character with a robot Sparky. The customization feature including skins will be released within the
upcoming patches.

Weapons:

Implemented energy bow Phoenix, a special weapon for our first character class!

Implemented plasma weapons pack called Stellar. It includes three weapon types: light machine gun, assault rifle and
sniper rifle. Each weapon has different scope variations. More weapons will be released in the near future!

Added switch weapon on wheel feature.

Level changes:

Reduced island size to 4x4 km.

Added new locations such as swamp, volcano, crater and a lot more.

Replaced old buildings. The new set of the buildings will be used for the Research area of the island. The upcoming
updates will also include Industrial, Living and Agricultural areas.

Reworked lighting.

Added road system.

Netcode changes:

Improved zone synchronization with the server.

Completely reworked looting system to improve stability and solve potential issues.

Overall performance and stability improvements.

Sounds:

Updated footsteps sounds.

Updated environment sounds.

User Interface:

Updated main menu UI.

Capped frame rate in the main menu to 60.

Added on-screen indicator for the in-game map marker.

Discord: https://discord.gg/proximaroyale
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Twitter: https://twitter.com/ProximaRoyale
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ProximaRoyale/
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/ProximaRoyale/
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